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US Paratrooper Helmet Improvements by Sylvain Branchu 
 
This time, I decided to explain the method I follow to reproduce the straps of a WWII Paratrooper US 
Helmet. 

THE TOOLS 
- You need a pair of pliers 
- A pair of fine scissors 
- Galvanized wire (diameter : 0,7mm) 
- Super Glue 
- Some Matches 
- A pair of shears 
- Dragon webbing 
- Needle & sewing thread 
- A cylindrical shape with a diameter of 4mm (the screwdriver in the picture below) 
- A pair of tongs 
- Some metallic sheet you find on Champagne bottles 
 

                                      
 

THE ORIGINAL HELMET  
The straps of the stock DML helmet are attached to unrealistic bulky loops.  
Particularly when you're talking about early paratrooper helmet where the loops should be semi-circular  
(D-ring loop). On the other hand, the RTV buckles are excellent. 
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STEP 1 
Preparing the helmet  
Remove the RTV buckles from the original straps. Keep them. Remove the bulky plastic loops with the 
pliers. Throw them. 

                                         
 

STEP 2  
Creating the D-ring 
Roll the wire around a cylindric shape (diam: 4mm) to form a U shape 
I use a screwdriver for this operation. 

                            
STEP 3  
Preparing the D-ring 
Cruch the U ends with a pair of pliers. 
Cut the ends. The U shape must be 5mm long. 
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STEP 4  
Installing the D-ring  
Glue the U shapes in the original loops places 

   

STEP 5  
Sewing the Left strap 
You need some extra webbing for this operation. Mine comes from Soldat 002 which was sold with a long 
extra webbing. Sew the buckle first as shown below. Only a straight horizontal sewing above the buckle. 
Then sew the left strap on the D-ring. Only a straight horizontal sewing under the D-ring. This strap must 
be about 2,5mm long. Cut the strap 2 mm after the sewing. Then use a match to "burn" the end. Note that 
this is not the exact way the strap were done in reality. In fact, they were also attach to the liner. Maybe I'll 
do that in the future. 
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STEP 6 
Sewing the Right strap.  
Put the buckle on the strap first. Then sew the right strap on the D-ring. 
Before sewing, be sure the strap is long enough to be attach on the back of the helmet. 
Cut the strap. Burn the end. 
 

    
 
 

STEP 7  
Use Champagne bottle sheet to create a brass like end of strap. 
To be honest, I'm not completely happy with this material. It is not rigid enough. 
At least it is easy to find and easy to cut.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 


